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Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
(GRACE Mission)

• Launched on March 17, 2002
• “Scale in the sky”
•Measures changes in total water storage
•Timescales > monthly
•Regions >150,000 km2

•Accuracy 1.5 cm equivalent water height
•GRACE Follow-On (GRACE-FO) to launch 
on May 19, 2018 

~400km

~200km
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Changes in Total Water Storage in California, 2003-2017

Liu et al., in preparation



Changes in Groundwater Storage in California’s Central Valley, 2003-2017

Liu et al., in preparation

Long term GW loss rate ~2 km3/yr

Consequences:
- Unsustainable 
- Major subsidence
- Many SoCal streams are dry
- Depth to water ~2500’
- A 2500’ well costs $250K 



Total water storage anomalies

Surface and ground water storage anomalies
GW
SW

Groundwater Depletion During Drought Threatens Water Security of the Western U. S.
Castle et al., 2014

Groundwater, mostly from the lower basin, is depleting much faster than 
the surface reservoirs



Changing freshwater availability in the United States from GRACE 
(2002-2016)

Updated from Famiglietti and Rodell, Science, 2013



Changing freshwater availability from GRACE (2002-2016)
Rodell, Famiglietti et al., Nature, to appear 16 May 2018
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Aquifer depletion rates from GRACE (2003-2013)
Richey et al, 2015

Of the 37 major WHYMAP aquifers, 20 are ‘past sustainability tipping points’ meaning that more 
is being pumped than is being replenished annually, i.e., depletion.



Changing freshwater availability from GRACE (2002-2016)
Reager et al, 2016
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Fig. 1. Trends in land water storage from GRACE observations, April 2002 to November 2014. Glaciers and ice sheets are excluded. Shown are the
global map (gigatons per year per 1/2-degree grid), zonal total trends, full time series (millimeters per year SLE), and best-fit linear regression with
climatology removed (millimeters per year SLE). The strongest gains and losses are associated with climate-driven variability in precipitation.

Fig. 2. Storage trends partitioned into hydrologic gains and losses. (Left) As in
Fig. 1, but separated by negative (top) and positive (bottom) land water storage
trends. (Middle) The zonal average of the negative (top) and positive (bottom) trend

map (gigatons per year per 1/2-degree grid). (Right) GRACE land water storage time series averaged for the negative (top) and positive (bottom) land
water storage trend map (climatology removed). Estimated glacier trends are shown in the supplementary materials (44).

RESEARCH | REPORTS

Reager et al., 2016
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Implications for food producing regions
Most are in a state of chronic water scarcity
• This persistent state is exacerbated and exposed by drought
• It is primarily due to exceptional water needs of the food industry
• It is important for the public to grasp this state of affairs because in 

constrast to drought, there is no end in sight

There are many ‘solutions’ for our metropolitan regions but fewer for 
agriculture. It simply uses too much water.  
• Agricultural conservation, efficiency, water pricing and innovation 

are the key for now.
• Either we move water to the food producing regions like the 

Central Valley or the southern High Plains of the US, or we move 
agriculture out over time.

• We have new groundwater legislation in California, but it is going 
to take another 25 years to implement.

• Food production due to water scarcity is going to be a major, global 
problem that needs our immediate attention

In the US, given that the southern High Plains and the Central Valley 
grow food for the nation, it may be time to recognize these regional
water problems as national problems.



• We are living in an era of rapid climate change and with it, major changes in 
the water cycle 

• Our nation, our society and our world are not really prepared for the water, 
food and energy future that the work presented today suggests and that 
population growth will only exacerbate

• Distinct classes of water ‘haves and have nots’ are emerging due to
- Wet-getting-Wetter, Dry-getting-Drier
- Falling water tables

• Are we prepared to address the
- Social inequites?
- Increased potential for violent conflict and climate refugees?
- Necessary revisions to archaic and arcane domestic water law?
- Need for international, transboundary, legal and civil infrastructure? 

Societal implications
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Global groundwater management implications
• Recognition and acceptance: we use more water than we have available

- Greater agricultural water use efficiency
- Dispel the myth of limitless water

• Hydrogeological exploration of the world’s major aquifers
- Existing estimates of aquifer storage based on coarse assumptions and not 

on actual exploration
- Current estimates vary by several orders of magnitude

• Meausuring, monitoring, reporting of groundwater quantity and quality 
data, and sharing across political boundaries
- Policies of data denial are becoming obsolete

• Conjunctive surface and groundwater use
- Groundwater depletion results in streamflow depletion
- Streamflow diversions limit groundwater recharge

• Recognize groundwater as a critical element of national and 
international water supplies
- Structure water sharing agreements accordingly
- Need to get policy infrastructure in place for peaceable water sharing


